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Bringing History to Light



About
Carroll by Design started with a childhood spent on a dirt road in 
Alabama.  Surrounded by trees and wilderness, David grew up 
watching his father and uncle renovate houses.  This is where he 
developed his love of the mechanical world. 

He and his wife of 23 years, Heather, and their family of seven have 
been in Tennessee since 1994.  In 2014, David and Heather decided 
to take a leap of faith and start their own custom artisan lighting 
company after the overwhelming response to the custom lights 
David made for their family home.  

Carroll by Design has a team of artisans that they collaborate with 
on their creations.  These include master welders, iron workers and 
wood artisans.  With a focus on reclaimed materials with a story, 
each piece from a collection is numbered and comes with a framed 
copy of the history of the reclaimed materials.

They work with designers and customers to create unique, 
one-of-a-kind pieces.  With a variety of lines made from reclaimed 
material  native to Tennessee to the Coastal by Carroll line, 
whatever can be dreamed up together can be created for your space.
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Nashville Line
The Nashville by Carroll line embodies the spirit of Music City.  With original 
designs made from reclaimed wood, this line includes the 1897 Centennial 
Collection, the Pioneer Collection and the Tobacco Collection.



The most requested light we make!  Often called "the Pinterest" light, 
this beautiful light hangs from open body turnbuckles and hand -forged 
metal brackets.  Mix the cord colors or go with solid cords.

The Wedgewood

Wood:  Brown, Natural  (as shown)

Frame Finish:  Black (as shown), Pewter or 
Brass

Wood Upgrades:  1897 Collection, Pioneer 
Collection, Ludlow Mills, Bulfinch

NBC-WEDGE-4:   48" x 12" x 16"

NBC-WEDGE-5:    60" x 12" x 16"

NBC -WEDGE-6:  72" x 12" x 16"



The Commerce Street

The perfect way to frame a unique wood beam to create 
an amazing conversation piece for any room.   The 
Commerce comes in two sizes.

NBC-CSB-4:  48" x 12" x 16"

  NBC-CSB-5:      60" x 12" x 16"

Frame Finish:  Black, Oil 
Rubbed Bronze or Brass (as 
shown)

Wood:  Brown, Natural (as 
shown)

Wood Upgrades:  Revolutionary War, 1897 Collection, Pioneer Collection, 
Bulfinch, Ludlow Mills

The Broadway

This hand-made metal frame is the perfect way to 
showcase a piece of history.  This light comes with your 
choice of frame finish,  brown or natural beam and size. 

Wood:  Brown (as shown), 
Natural

Wood Upgrades:  1897 Collection, Pioneer Collection, Bulfinch, Ludlow Mills

Frame Finish:  Black (as shown), 
Oil Rubbed Bronze, Rust  or 
Brass

NBC-BW-3  36" x 16" x 18"

NBC-BW-4:  48" x 16" x 18"

  NBC-BW-5:      60" x 16" x 18"



Wood Upgrades:  1897 Collection, Pioneer Collection, Bulfinch, Ludlow Mills

The Cumberland
This suspended beam light comes in 
three finish options - natural grey (top),  
brown with poly (middle). whitewash 
(bottom)

Wood Color:  Natural, Brown 
or Whitewash

Wood Upgrades:  Pioneer  Collection, 
Ludlow Mills, Bulfinch

NBC-CB-4:  4'

NBC-CB-5:  5'

NBC-CB-6:  6' 



The Division Street
Hand-made from reclaimed barn wood, this drum light features  hand-blown giant 
vintage Edison bulbs.  This light comes three sizes - 12"D, 20"D and 36"D.  Custom sizes 
and lengths are available.

NBC-DSD-12

NBC-DSD-20

NBC-DSD-36

Brown Wood, Brown 
Bracket

Whitewash Wood, Brass 
Bracket



The Barrel
This barrel light is made from barn wood slats and was 
designed to cast a beautiful shadow upon the ceiling. Select 
wood, finish and cord.

36"x13"x13"

NBC-VB-BW

As Shown

Whitewash Wood, Brass 
Bracket

The Horizontal Barrel
The barn wood slats surround two hand-made steel 
frames. This light can be special ordered with your choice 
of wood, frame and cord.

NBC-HB-BW

As shown: Teak Wood 
Brown Bracket

The Old Hickory

This light features two hand-made metal frames 
suspended by cables that provide the perfect way to 
showcase this beautiful cedar beam. 

NBC-OHWB-3

36" x 18" x 14"

Frame Finish available in Black (shown above), Oil 
Rubbed Bronze or Brass

72" x 13" x 13".



The 5 Light Round Pendant
This light adds a touch of shabby chic to any room.  
This light can be customized with your finish, cord, 
socket and bulb selections.  As shown with Antique 
White Crackle finish, Hemp cord, Matte Black sockets 
and Teardrop Spiral bulb.  Size:  16" Diameter

NBC-5LRP

The 3 Light Pendant

The hand-made steel frame can be customized with your 
finish options, cord, socket and bulb selections.  As shown 
with Antique White Crackle finish, Brown cord, Antique 
Bronze socket, Flat Bottom Squirrel bulbs.

Original Edison Bulbs - NBC-3LP

Giant Edison Bulbs - NBC-3LP-G



The 5 Light Round Pendant

Sconces
Our line of custom wall sconces comes in a variety of finishes, wood, cord and 
socket selections.  Our sconces can be mounted hardwired, with a plug or with a 
pull cord.



The Row - Large

As shown, 1897 Collection wood, 
black frame, matte black socket, 
hemp cord and elongated spiral 
bulb.  The  Large Row is 24" L x 6" 
W x 6" D and can be direct wired, 
with a cord or with a pull cord.

NBC-ROW-L

The Row - Medium
As shown, tobacco barn wood, black frame, matte black 
socket, black cord and teardrop squirrel bulb.  The 
Medium Row is 20" L x 6" W x 6" D and can be direct 
wired, with a cord or with a pull cord.

NBC-ROW-M

The Row - Small

NBC-ROW-S

As shown, whitewash barn wood, antique white 
frame, silver bell socket, silver cord, flat bottom 
spiral bulb. The Small Row is 16" L x 6" W x 6" D 
and can be direct wired, with a cord or with a pull 



The Row - Large

The Banjo
As Shown

Made from tobacco barn wood and actual 
Nashville guitar strings, this fun light is an easy 
conversation piece to any room.  This sconce is 
10" x 4" x 6".

The Row - ADA

Designed to be ADA compliant for commercial 
projects, this Row Sconce is perfect for small 
spaces.  The Row - ADA is 16" L x 5" W x 4" D.  
As shown, beech barn wood, grey frame, pearl 
black standard - small socket, hemp cord and 
300mm bulb.

The Recessed Sconce
The perfect way to add light to a barn wood accent wall, 
stairwell or headboard.  The recessed wall sconce comes 
with your choice of metal touch frame or barn wood 
frame (as shown).  Available in 4"x22" or 4"x10" sizes.

Size 4"x22" Metal Frame - NBC-RWS-MD-22

 Size 4"x22" Wood Frame - NBC-RWS-WD-22

Size 4"x22" Metal Frame - NBC-RWS-MD-22

Size 4"x10" Metal Frame - NBC-RWS-MD-10

NBC-BANJO
NBC-ROW-ADA



Lamps

The Nashville Collection -Lamps 

These unique designs can be made from a variety of wood species including tobacco barn wood, reclaimed beech, whitewash barn 
wood, red barn wood and even our collections such as the 1897 Collection, the Pioneer Collection and the Rockingham Racetrack 
Collection.  When made from a Collection, each piece will be tagged with a plaque stating where the wood came from and a 
framed 5 x 7 of the original structure.



The Industrial Table Lamp

Made from reclaimed 
wood planks. Edison 
bulbs are caged with 
brown wire boxes. Cage 
lids lift to change bulbs. 
Legs made from stainless 
steel 3/4? bolts. Toggle 
switch is mounted on 
back.

Dimensions: 24w x 9d x 
9h

NBC-ITL

The Kennedy Lamp

This hand-made table lamp can be 
customized with your choice of wood, 
cord, socket and bulb selections.

NBC-KEN-T



Coastal Line
The Coastal by Carroll line was inspired by the beautiful beaches along 30A.  These  
artisan lights have been hand-crafted using materials and colors inspired by some of 
our favorite communities by the sea.

The Alys

The Seaside

This wall sconce can be made of beech (as shown) 
or teak and comes with your choice of socket and 
cord combinations.

CBC-SEA

As shown, this light includes teak wood 
housed in a polished metal bracket with  a 
custom pull cord.  The Alys comes in S, M, L 
and in your choice of various socket and cord 
options.

The Harbor Island
Made with the sailor in mind, this 
table lamp is adjustable  in the same 
way that you rig a sailboat.  This 
nautical light includes stainless steel 
cleats, turnbuckles and double block 
pulleys.

CBC-HI-TL

CBC-ALYS-S   16" L x 6" W x 6" D

CBC-ALYS-M  20" L x 6" W x 6" D

18" L x  4.5" W x 6.5" D



Emdee Collection
The Emdee Collection is our partnership with Emdee International which contains 
custom lighting from Carroll by Design married with the beautiful custom fabrics 
offered by Emdee International. 

The Harbor Island



The Cadence

Designed for a Nashville design competition, this light 
features a mixture of wood slats, giant Edison bulbs, 
burlap string, and a beautiful check linen fabric. 

EBC-CAD



Emdee Drum

The Emdee Drum  lights are hand-made in our 
shop in Nashville and can be customized to your 
size with your choice of Emdee fabric.  Standard 
sizes include 12" D, 16" D and 24" D.

EBC-DRUM-12

EBC-DRUM-16

EBC-DRUM-24



Urban Line
The Urban by Carroll Line honors the revitalization of Nashville's coolest 
neighborhoods by using a mix of reclaimed materials and metal to create a more 
industrial vibe to any space.

Size:  42.5" L X 18" H X 16"W
UBC-JENNY



This original design was created to showcase the intricate detail of this beautifully 
embroidered fabric.  The fabric comes in three shades:  Slate, Green, Gold.  The 
frame is available in Antique White, Gold, Oil Rubbed Bronze, Grey, Black.

The Jenny Lane

Size:  42.5" L X 18" H X 16"W
UBC-JENNY

The Hancock
The Hancock is made from a reclaimed metal post from a 1930's Nashville Record 
Shop.  The light includes Edison bulbs housed in hand-aged cages.

4' - UBC-HANCOCK-4

5' - UBC-HANCOCK-5

6' - UBC-HANCOCK-6



Custom light fixture with bracket fabricated in the shape of an S, for Sigler. Machined rings hold 
custom engraved cylinder  globes with the name of each family member. Whether you are a 
family of three or ten, we can customize the globes to represent your family. This light is paired 
with cylindrical vases engraved with the family name to be placed on a table below this unique 
fixture.   

The Sigler 36l x 6w x 24h

The Orb Light
As shown above, five hand fabricated, matte black rings 
positioned in the shape of an orb with three teardrop 
Edison bulbs. 

UBC-SIG

UBC-ORB



The Curate

The Davis 

This light was originally designed for one 
of the hottest restaurants in Asheville , NC. 
Hung from hemp cord, this light features a 
simple metal bracket that spreads the light 
across the fixture. As shown, this light has 
three giant round Edison bulbs, hemp cord 
and antique brass sockets. 

The Davis light is the perfect balance of raw 
metal with this beautiful Belgian linen fabric. 
The Davis is available in raw metal, polished 
metal, oil rubbed bronze, rust, grey, and sun 
gold. 

UBC-DAV

UBC-CUR



Build-a-Pendant Collection
A perfect way to customize your space!  Design your own pendant in a 3' standard 
length, 6' special order length or 15' swag length to create your own look.  Then 
choose your cord color, socket, bulb and hanging style.

Build-A-Pendant
A perfect way to customize your space!  Design your own pendant in a 3' standard 
length, 6' special order length or 15' swag length to create your own look.  Then 
choose your cord color, socket, bulb and hanging style.  

Size 1:  3' BAP-G-3

Size 2:  6' BAP-G-6

Size 3:  15' BAP-G-15

Gray

Charcoal Gray



Pick Your Cord Color

White Off White Ivory Sand

Khaki Flax White and Gray Dot Silver

Gray Pink Quartz Eucalyptus

Shale

Red Twisted

Antique Brown Brown Twisted Charcoal Mini-tweed Black and 
White Zig Zag

Red

Charcoal Gray



Bright Blue Black Black TwistedNavy Blue

Pick Your Cord Color (Continued)

Pick Your Socket 
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7                                      8                                        9                                          10

Hemp



Black Twisted

11                                12                                 13                                 14

       15

       16

       17

     18                                                    19

Powder coating options are also available for our standard sockets.   
Shown below:  Oil Rubbed Bronze, Sungold, Matte Black, Rust

20



Pick Your Socket

1. SK-01PB-SL      Standard Aluminum ? Finish Pearl Black    3" x 1 1/4 " 

2. SK-02PB-SS      Standard Aluminum Small ? Finish Pearl Black   2 3/8" x 1  1/4"

3. SK-04RB-SS        Standard Aluminum Small ? Finish Brass 2 3/8" x 1  1/4" 

4. SK-05-RB-SS      Small Bell ? Finish Brass 2 1/2" x 1 1/4" 

5. SK-06PB-BS       Vintage Bell ? Finish Pearl Black       2 3/4" x 1 15/16" 

6. SK-07PB-BS      Vintage Bell -  Finish Matte Black 2 3/4" x 1 15/16" 

7. SK-08AB-BS      Vintage Bell ? Finish Antique Brass 2 3/4" x 1 15/16" 

8. Sk-09AB-BL      Vintage Bell Long ? Finish Antique Bronze 3 3/16" x 1 15/16" 

9.  SK-10SB-BS     Vintage Bell- Finish Silver 2 3/4" x 1 15/16" 

10. SK-11MS-BS    Vintage Bell ? Finish Matte Silver 2 3/4" x 1 15/16" 

11. SK-12AC-BS     Vintage Bell ? Finish Copper 2 3/4" x 1 15/16" 

12. SK-13MC-BS    Vintage Bell ? Finish Matte Copper 2 3/4" x 1 15/16" 

13. SK-14BP-3R       Industrial Three Ring ? Finish Pearl Black 2 3/4" x 1 15/16" 

14. SK-15BR-3R     Industrial Three Ring ? Finish Brass 2 3/4" x 1 15/16" 

15.  SK-17WC        Ceramic ? Finish White 2 1/4" x 1 1/4" 

16.  SK-16WC        Ceramic ? Finish Black  2 1/4" x 1 1/4" 

17.  SK-18WC        Ceramic ? Finish Red 2 1/4" x 1 1/4" 

18. SK-19AC-IH     Hand-Aged Copper 3 1/2"  x 1 3/4" 

19. SK-20GI-IH      Gas Pipe Socket 3 7/8" x 1 3/4" 

 20. SK-03PC-SL   Standard Aluminum - Powder Coated 3" x 1 1/4 " 



Pick Your Bulb



Barnwood- 
Grey

Barnwood- 
Brown

Barnwood- 
Whitewash

Wood and Collection Options

Barnwood-
Tobacco

Beechwood Teak



Boston Harbor Ludlow Mills 
-Board

1897 (Beam or Board) Bullfinch (Beam or Board)

Rockingham 
Racetrack

Ludlow Mills- -Beam

Special and Limited Collection 
Options



The Stories Behind Our Historic Wood Collections 

The Ludlow Manufacturing and Sales Co. made cloth, rope, and twine out 
of Indian grown jute, flax, and hemp from 1868 through the 1970's. At it's 
height in the years before World War I, Ludlow Manufacturing had about 
4,000 employees. During the Great War, the supply of jute fiber from India 
was disrupted, so the company decided to shift production overseas and 
opened a mill there. The company began to demolish unused buildings and 
in the subsequent decades the remaining ones fell into disrepair. We have 
reclaimed spruce beams dating back to the mid-1800's--all unpainted, with 
original saw-marks, nails and beam structure. 

Ludlow Mills Collection

Located on Broadstreet in Boston, this historic building was designed by the 
legendary architect Charles Bulfinch. The first American-born architect, Bulfinch 
was renowned for, among other works, designing the rotunda of the US Capital and 
the Massachusetts State House, and for the overhaul Faneuil Hall. 

While the facade of the Broadstreet building was preserved, we were able to obtain 
the historic wood of its interior in its original condition. 

Bulfinch Collection 

Boston Harbor Collection
When Jimmy's Harborside Restaurant was demolished, the piles pulled from the 
water of the Boston Harbor were cut, dried, and made into flooring for Legal Sea 
Foods. "[This wood] literally held up Jimmy's Harborside for 85 years and we hope it 
provides grounding for Legal Sea Food for another 85," said Roger Berkowitz, 
President and CEO of Legal Sea Foods. 

We have now taken the remaining wood beams and converted them into our Boston 
Harbor Collection of lights. 

Before Rockingham Park closed its doors after 110 years of operation, it was 
significant both in its function as a racetrack and in its role in a number of historical 
events. In 1906 it first opened its doors for a 21 day Thoroughbred meet and was 
quickly crowned the "finest racecourse in the world." Over the course of its 
operation, it held races run by Triple Crown winner Mom's Command and, most 
notably, Seabiscuit (yes, that Seabiscuit). Although Seabiscuit never won a race at 
Rockingham, it was his home and stable during his two-year-old racing campaign. 

But Rockingham Park was more than a racetrack. In 1911 it held the first aviation 
meet in New England, and pilot Lieutenant Milling set a new altitude record of 1,600 
feet in his bi-plane. Later, during WWI, it would serve as a campsite for the 14th 
United States Army Engineers before they sailed to fight in France. 

In 2016, Rockingham Park was sold and demolished, and Carroll by Design was 
proud to acquire a portion of this storied wood that has seen and participated in such 
a substantial part of US History. 

Rockingham Collection



In 1897, the state of Tennessee celebrated their Centennial of 
statehood by hosting a six month long exhibition in what is now 
known as Centennial Park in Nashville. As part of the 
celebration, buildings were constructed to highlight 
contributions from accross the state. People came from all over 
the world to see the exhibits and partake in the celebration of 
the founding of the State of Tennessee. 

After the six month exhibition ended, all of the buildings were 
torn down and removed from the site with the exception of the 
Parthenon, which stands today. In October 1897, Smyrna's 

 
George Washington Gwyn acquired the wood from the Agriculture Building  of this exhibition (shown above) 
and constructed an eclectic working barn. 

These are the only remaining beams from this structure. The 1897 Centennial collection is a limited edition line 
of beam lights, sconces, table lamps and floor lamps built from the wood that once stood as the Centennial 
Exhibition's Agriculture Building.

1897 Centennial Collection

Pioneer Collection 
In 2015, a Nashville developer purchased a piece of property just 
south of Nashville with the intention of developing a 
neighborhood. Before the new neigborhood could be built, 
however, the city required an archeological study be performed 
before the necessary permits would be issued. This archeological 
survey found that a log cabin and springhouse on the property 
were actually part of an early pioneer settlement that dated back 
to the late 1700's/early 1800's. 

Carroll by design has purchased the entire pioneer log cabin. We 
are repurposing the historic wood from this amazing structure 
into our Pioneer Collection. 



Sample Set
With our full sample set you will receive a display basket, a cord sample of all of our 
cords, wood samples, sockets and a set of finish options.

Antique Brass 
Socket, Shale 
Cord, Grey 
Wood, Grey 
Bracket

Copper Socket, 
Black Cord, 
Tobacco 
Wood, Black 
Bracket

Matte Black 
Socket, Hemp 
Cord, White- 
wash Wood, 
Gold Bracket



Opening a Trade Account

Interested in opening an account? Please send us an email at sales@carrollbydesign.com  
with your resale certificate and website. 

HOW DO I QUALIFY FOR DESIGNER PRICING?
Our definition of a Designer is an individual practicing Interior Design or specifying 
products for construction projects with the intent to sell these to the end user. In order to 
qualify for Designer pricing, you must submit a copy of your resale license.

HOW DO I QUALIFY FOR WHOLESALE PRICING?
Our definition of a Wholesaler is a brick & mortar retail location that is open to the public.

Please email us at sales@carrollbydesign.com to get started.



Contact Us

Carroll by Design

844-943-3744

sales@carrollbydesign.com

www.carrollbydesign.com

Instagram: @carrollbydesign

Facebook:  http:/ /www.facebook.com/carrollbydesign

Showrooms Open Daily:  

Dallas Market Center, WTC 10085


